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Introduction
This application note describes how to connect 128 bit wide FIFOs to the DMA OCP ports when using the ADB3
bridge and MPTL core.  The user has 2 options depending on hardware and software flexibility.  If software
allocation of the host buffer is flexible, then it is possible to connect up the OCP port as a FIFO, without additional
logic.  However if the software arbitrarily allocates the host DMA buffer, then there is a danger of data error with
this approach, and a more robust scheme is required.  An example buffer which can handle the issues caused is
described. 

The DMA transfer issue
In most operating systems, host memory is allocated in 4k pages, which exist non-contiguously in the PCIe
address space.  PCIe packet rules actually stipulate that no burst transfer can cross a 4k boundary.  If a memory
buffers started at address of 4093, it would be illegal for a write or read to this address to exceed 3 bytes.

Since the ADB3 OCP profile uses a 128 bit wide bus, high performance transfers will naturally require 16 byte
transfers and this would appear to problematic in many cases.  The bridge DMA engines handles the problem in
most cases, however in a few cases the FPGA hardware needs to be aware of double transfers to or from the
same 16 byte word address.  This is not a problem when reading or writing a memory mapped interface, but with
a FIFO, which may be assuming every read or write uses all 16 bytes, data errors may occur.  The following
examples illustrate when the problem occurs, and how it can be avoided.  Since we are assuming that we want
to implement 128 bit wide FIFOs in the FPGA, all transfers are assumed to have a total length which is a multiple
of 16 bytes, and that all FPGA addresses are 16 byte aligned.

DMA read (FPGA to Host), host address 16-byte aligned
 In this case, the DMA engine can break up the transfer into chunks of 16 bytes or multiples of 16 bytes.  No data
alignment is required.  The number of reads on the OCP side will match the number of writes on the PCIe side
and therefore no problems will occur even with a trivial 128 bit wide FIFO. 

DMA read (FPGA to Host), host address not 16-byte aligned
 For example: starting on address 4093, length 4112 bytes.  This will require 3 DMA page transfers

3 bytes write to host, 16 bytes read from OCP•
4096 bytes write to host, 4096(+16?) bytes read from OCP•
13 bytes write to host, 16 bytes read from OCP•

 In most cases the last 13 bytes read in a transfer will remain the byte rotating DMA FIFO, and so on some
systems this case may work correctly with a trivial FIFO interface in the FPGA.  However many current systems
use bounce buffers for DMA, with a software copy between the DMA target area of memory, and the users
application data area.  In these cases the first page alignment may be shifted to 0 (rather than a byte offset of
13), so the DMA alignment FIFO needs to be flushed before the second page transfer, and in thee cases, a
second read from the same address will be performed. 
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 A similar issue occurs at the end of DMA chains (approximately every 256kB of data), when the FIFOs are
flushed.  Due to limitaions of DMA accessible kernel memory in the OS, the number of DMA pages that can be
handled without software intervention is limited. 

 Therefore while in a few cases and in some systems, a trivial FIFO interface may work, however to guarantee
correct operation, a FIFO interface which can handle multiple reads on the same address is really required. 

DMA write (Host to FPGA), host address 16-byte aligned
 In this case, the DMA engine can break up the transfer into chunks of 16 bytes or multiples of 16 bytes.  No data
re-alignment is required.  The number of writes on the OCP side will match the number of reads on the PCIe side
and therefore no problems will occur even with a trivial 128 bit FIFO. 

DMA write (Host to FPGA), host address not 16-byte aligned
 For example: starting on address 4093, length 4112 bytes.  This will require 3 DMA page transfers

16 bytes read from host, 3 bytes written to OCP, using byte enables•
4096 bytes read from host, 4096 bytes written to OCP, but first and last transfer not full 16 byte words•
16 bytes read from host, 13 bytes written to OCP•

 Therefore to handle transfers in this case, the FIFO needs to be byte enable aware, advance the FIFO only
when be(15) is asserted along with data valid and store any partial words written when be(15) is not asserted.

Trivial Read FIFO Connection
 On the assumption that the DMA channel will only every be programmed to read data from the FPGA, that the
transfers will be multiples of 16 bytes, and the host buffer will be 16 byte aligned, the following signal connections
can be made to connect up a 16 byte wide FIFO interface with non-registerd output (FWFT) from an OCP Port 

 s2m.Data should be connected the data output of the FIFO •
 s2m.Resp bit 1 should be 0, and bit 1 connected to the FIFO not empty •
 The FIFO radv should be driven by m2s.RespAccept •
 s2m.CmdAccept can either be held high (always accepting commands) or can use FIFO not empty
when m2s.Cmd is OCP_CMD_READ 

•

 s2m.Tag can be set to all zeros, as the DMA engine only checks bit 1 of the Tag should always be 0
(unless descriptors are being read from the FPGA)

•

 s2m.DataAccept should be wired to '0' •
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Figure 1: Simple Read Interface

 The example code adb3_ocp_read_fifo_interface128.vhd illustrates how to connect up these signals 

Trivial Write FIFO Connection
 On the assumption that the DMA channel will only every be programmed to write data to the FPGA, that the
transfers will be multiples of 16 bytes, and the host buffer will be 16 byte aligned, the following signal connections
can be made to provide FIFO like outputs from the OCP port. 

 The ocp_m2s.Data signal provides 128 bit data output •
 ocp_m2s.DataValid signal can provide a "not empty" flag •
 a read FIFO (or pop) signal should be connected to s2m.DataAccept •
 s2m.CmdAccept can either be held high , or asserted when m2s.Cmd is OCP_CMD_WRITE •
 s2m.Resp should be tied low (OCP_RESP_NONE) •
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Figure 2: Simple Write Interface

 The example code adb3_ocp_write_fifo_interface128.vhd illustrates how to connect up these signals 
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Robust Read FIFO Connection
 If it is not possible for the software to guarantee that the host buffer will be 16 byte aligned, then the FPGA must
implement a more sophisticated read buffer.  In this case, the least significant bits (12 downto 4) of the OCP
address are used directly as the FIFO read address (assuming a 512 word deep FIFO).  The read commands
from the DMA engine will be accepted when the write pointer address exceeds this address, plus the burst
length.  The write side will block if the difference between write address and read address is getting too large.
The software needs to keep track of the data size and increase the local side start address by the data size (or
the remainder when divided by the buffer depth of 512x16 bytes) when issuing multiple transfers, since this
address is used as the read FIFO pointer.   Alternatively, the FIFO pointers could be reset after every transfer -
however this prevents the next FIFO write from occuring before the DMA read completes.
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Figure 3: Buffered Read Interface

 The example code adb3_ocp_robust_read_fifo_interface128.vhd adds this extra buffer, and provides an
interface with similar logic to the trivial FIFO module: adb3_ocp_read_fifo_interface128.vhd 

Byte Enabled Write FIFO Connection
 If it is not possible for the software to guarantee that the host buffer will be 16 byte aligned, then the FPGA must
implement a more sophisticated write buffer.  The simplest option here is to implement 16 parallel byte wide
FIFOs, each with their own individual byte write enable, connected to the m2s.DataByteEnable signal.  The
output empty flag can be based on all 16 FIFO empty flags, or possibly could just use the empty flag from the fifo
for byte 15.
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Figure 4: Buffered Write Interface

 The example code adb3_ocp_byteen_write_fifo_interface128.vhd shows how to implement 16 parallel FIFOs to
generate an module identical to the trivial case but which supports byte enables. 
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